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List of changes 
 

This list is a compilation of the actions that will be taken in order to make the Technical 
Summary and the chapters of the AR4 WG III report consistent with the approved SPM text. 
 
SPM 
para 

Issue 
 

Changes compared proposed  final SPM  Consistency 
check in TS 
and chapter 

1 uncertainty New text Footnote 1 for Box  SPM. 2 
Endbox 1 (former called: Annex 1) has been changed 

Ch2, para 
Decision 
making 
accordingly 

2 
 
 
 
 

1st bullet, 1st 
sentence 

…emissions of CO2, CH4…and SF6, weighted by…; 
global emissions; 
see Figure SPM.1 after [footnote 2]; 
‘historical responsibility’: new bullet (1st); 
24% between 1990 and 2004 

Ch 1 

 4th bullet insert sentence at the end of first sentence (before 
Differences): The long-term trend of a declining 
carbon intensity of energy supply reversed after 2000; 
add [Footnote Y3] after GDPppp; 
Footnote Y3: The GDPppp metric is used for 
illustrative purposes only for this report 

Ch 1 

 Figure SPM 
3a and 3b 

Include in captions after ‘groupings’: The percentages 
in the bars indicate a regions share in global GHG 
emissions ; add expanded country listing  

change 
Figures TS. 
4a and TS.4b 
accordingly 
and Ch 1 

 Figure SPM 
3b 

JANZ: Japan, Australia and New Zealand Figure TS 4b 

 Overall 
caption 

Delete [MER……of Figure SPM.3b]; 
add: [In the y-axis of Figure SPM 3a, make the unit 
tCO2/cap/yr] 

Figures TS 4a 
and 4b 

 Figure SPM 
3a 

Change into including those from land-use Figure TS 4a 

 Figure 
SPM1 

x-axis: no consistency (trend): visualize discontinuity 
(2004 bars closer to 2000 bars); 
delete reference [Figure SPM.1] in 2A, fifth bullet; 
Notes: 
1: add /savannah burning after deforestation 
2: read Other instead of Others 

Figure TS 1a  

4 Table SPM1 title: Key mitigation …..in this table [but are addressed 
in…in this SPM]; 
changes in headings of 3rd and 4th column; 
transport, 4th column: insert Hydrogen powered fuel 
cell vehicles; 

Ch  4-10 

 
 

 changes in text, figures and boxes of para 4 to be 
incorporated 
into Ch 3  to 
11 
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5 Table C 
(new) 

caption: Estimated global macro-economic costs in 
2030 [footnote 1] for least-cost trajectories towards 
different long-term stabilization levels; 
delete in 2030 (2nd column); 
add Footnote X, after Footnote 2: Studies vary …or 
later (indicate also in Table title); 
Last row: Not available instead of N/A. 

Ch3 to 11 

 2nd bullet drop overall in second sentence; 
insert extra bullet (after 3rd bullet: Some models…): A 
multi-gas approach …abatement only(equal to TS page 
20, line 35); 
instead of Costs may be…and deleting: depending 
on…revenues, at the end of 1st sentence read: 
Depending on the existing tax system …..that 
revenues…  
Start new bullet with: Studies that assume….11.6]; 
+check references; 
Add after Footnote 6: [add low carbon technology to 
Glossary]; 

Ch3 to Ch11 

 4th bullet take out abatement; 
back to the formulation in chapter (Ch 13, p.44), with 1 
agreed adaptation: 
Regional costs …level [11.4, 13.3].  

 
 
 
Ch11 

 Footnote 1 Replace 1st sentence by: For a given stabilization level, 
GDP reduction would increase over time in most 
models after 2030.  
Ref. (after 2nd sentence) to Figure 3.25 (also TS 9). 
Box 2 might have implications for this footnote. 

Ch 3 

 Footnote 3 Replace by: Although most models …mitigation 
policies improve … 

Ch 3 

 headline 445 and 710 (instead of 450 and 650); 
…estimated at between a 3% decrease of global GDP 
and a small increase, compared to the baseline; 
 

Ch 11, p.80 

6 headline ….as a result of actions to reduce GHG emissions ch 11 
7 2nd bullet Delete 3rd sentence: Findings…..and other factors.  Ch 11, page 

82 
 headline Literature since TAR …uncertain (high agreement, 

medium evidence) 
ch 11 

8 Combi 9   
 1st bullet, 

last sentence 
would instead of will; 
drop about; 
…returning global energy-related CO2 emissions to 
2005 levels… 

Ch  4 

 3rd bullet Renewable energy generally has a positive effect…; 
Second sentence:  renewable electricity, which 
accounted for 18% of the electricity supply in 2005, 
can have… 

Ch   4 

 4th bullet coal and gas leading to increasing GHG emissions, 
unless production plants are equipped with CCS. 

Ch 4 
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 5th bullet New text on nuclear power Ch 4 
10 2nd bullet start with new sentence: Biofuels might ….pathway. 

last sentence: ‘replace ….and rate of …biofuels’ by…. 
and the success of technologies to use cellulose 
biomass. 

 Ch 5, page 37 

 3rd  bullet New text: Modal ….and policies 
add Footnote X: Including rail, road and marine mass 
transit and carpooling 

Ch5, p 39 

 4th bullet  Medium term …sector…..of aviation emissions Ch5 
11 headline 1st sentence: 

…emissions with net economic benefit; 
replace ‘significantly’ by considerably 

Ch 6 

13 1st bullet 1st sentence: 
delete up to 100US$/tCO2-eq; 
delete economic; 
add after mitigation potential: of agriculture; 
2nd sentence becomes new bullet: 
Stored soil ….climate change 

 
 
 
 
 
Ch 8, p 61 

 2nd bullet insert Considerable instead of ‘significant’; 
change nitrous dioxide into nitrous oxide; 
insert after ‘…oxide emissions’: in some agricultural 
systems; 
delete: ‘…and such…permanent’  

Ch 8 

 headline change into: Agricultural practices collectively can 
make a significant…. 

Ch  8 

14 2nd  and 3rd 
bullet 

New text Ch 9 

15 1st bullet 1st  sentence:  
insert commercial before available; 
insert soil protection and between safety and pollution 
prevention; 
delete text between brackets at the end  (from 
landfill…etc.) 

Ch 10 

 
 

2nd bullet change bullet into: 
Lack of local capital …barrier. 

Ch 10 

17  New text Incorporate in 
TS , ch 3  

18 1st bullet 2nd sub-bullet: replace ‘energy system’ by energy 
supply 
4th sub-bullet becomes: For illustrative examples of the 
portfolio of mitigation options, see figure SPM.9. 

Ch3 

 2nd bullet After (RD&D): ..would be required for instead of ‘are 
needed for’; 
low GHG emission technologies instead of ‘low-
carbon’  

 
Ch 3 

19 Table D  change 1st column into:  
590-710, 535-590, 445-535 
2nd column: delete: in 2050; 

TS, Ch 3  

20  New text ch 3,  
21  New text ch 3,11 
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22 2nd bullet delete in 1st sentence: or be politically attractive or 
unattractive; 
insert after lax: In addition, monitoring to improve 
implementation is an important issue for all 
instruments; 
3rd sub-bullet: [Taxes and charges will set a price for 
carbon, but cannot guarantee]; 
5th sub-bullet: read for the instruments listed above 
after ‘than’; 
6th sub-bullet: change into…However, some recent 
….emission reductions. 
7th sub-bullet: insert after choices: 
…and possibly contributing to behavioural change. 
However, their impact on emissions is difficult to 
measure. 
insert positively between ‘may’ and ‘affect’ 
delete: ‘They can lead…policies’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Ch. 13 
accordingly 
(p92,93) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 3rd bullet delete ‘independent of national government 
authorities’; 
read: Some corporations… 
change ‘sub-national governments’ into local and 
regional authorities. 

Ch 13 p 93 
accordingly 

Table 
SPM2 

transport 
 
forestry 

change ‘Mandatory…transport’ into: Mandatory 
regulations for …road transport. 
change into Financial …manage forests 

Ch 5 
 
Ch 9 

23 3rd  bullet change ‘are reaching’ into have the potential to reach. 
 

Ch .13 

24 1st bullet replace ‘likely’ by projected (2x); 
replace ‘current’by first 
add at the end: …trading among Annex B-countries 

Ch 11, 13 

 heading delete ‘The most’ Ch3 (p 95) 
25  New text Ch.13 

(p95/96) 
26 2nd bullet change in text Ch12 
 4th bullet change into: Reducing …sustainable manner. 

read restoration instead of ‘reclamation’ 
Ch 9 and 12 

 6th bullet 1st sentence:…both mitigative and adaptive …to 
climate change.  
2nd sentence: Synergies...can exist, for example 
properly designed biomass production,…; 
insert:…formation of protected areas between 
‘production’ and ‘land management’ 
insert as 1st bullet: Irrespective of …are necessary 
[1.2] 

chapter 12 

 headline  1st sentence: after mitigation add: but implementation 
may require resources to overcome multiple barriers. 
2nd sentence: and implement mitigation options in 
several sectors before …to realize 

Ch12 

 
 


